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Learning website which gives an insight of agriculture and farming process of crops in a simple way to gets 
easily understandable by kids and young adults.  



To include leaf’s, which are part of agriculture.  

Circular shape around the leaf’s determines the whole world.  

Importance of agriculture in the whole world.  





Agriculture is not only traditional, but also modern.  

Gradient from green to blue represents the outdoor environment. 

Extrusion of visuals beyond the circle gives the design more impact. 

Font(Cocon Pro) giving the round feel of circle. 



which has been used in the logo and Source Sans Pro are the 2 fonts used in the website.

As this a learning website, the fonts should looks good and catchy for eyes while reading through the 
content, and both the fonts are rounded, simple and quite easy especially for kids to read.



I wanted my chosen colours to represent agriculture, which is the main theme behind my website.

And also, the colours used in website are grabbed from the poster image which has been used in home 
page.



The main key point that rises before learning something new is WHY should we learn, WHAT are the 
requirements and HOW to do. Website has been built by considering all these points. 



The main content involves, farming steps & farming process of 8 crops.



Site is written in HTML5.

Used CSS for styling.

JavaScript for responsive navigation.  

WordPress CMS that has PHP, is a good start for the ones who don’t have more idea about back-end 
technologies. 



Used GoDaddy, which is one of the world’s largest web hosting company.

Clook is the only hosting platform which I already have an idea about. So, choosing other hosting platform 
like GoDaddy is an opportunity for me to learn something new. 



Started building my website locally in my PC using MAMP Server and local WordPress

Even though I worked locally in my own laptop, I used to take backup every week to make sure that I’m 
not missing any of my previously worked files.  



Created theme folder in local WordPress folder

wordpress -> wp-content -> themes -> agro-farming-theme 



I have coded Header and Footer in html first to check and make sure whether everything is in place as 
how I wanted it to be. After that I uploaded it to the local server by modifying the code using PHP. 

Everything in the body part have been coded using WordPress editor. 



After primary parts of my website are done, I have moved it from local server to live environment using 
All-in-one-migration plugin. 

After installing the plugin, I have imported and downloaded the files from the local server and then 
exported it to live server.




